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Selective attention protects cognition against intrusions of task-irrelevant stimulus attributes. This protective function was tested in coordinated psychophysical and memory experiments. Stimuli were superimposed,
horizontally and vertically oriented gratings of varying spatial frequency; only one orientation was task relevant.
Experiment 1 demonstrated that a task-irrelevant spatial frequency interfered with visual discrimination of the
task-relevant spatial frequency. Experiment 2 adopted a two-item Sternberg task, using stimuli that had been
scaled to neutralize interference at the level of vision. Despite being visually neutralized, the task-irrelevant
attribute strongly influenced recognition accuracy and associated reaction times (RTs). This effect was sharply
tuned, with the task-irrelevant spatial frequency having an impact only when the task-relevant spatial frequencies
of the probe and study items were highly similar to one another. Model-based analyses of judgment accuracy
and RT distributional properties converged on the point that the irrelevant orientation operates at an early stage
in memory processing, not at a later one that supports decision making.

The ever-changing multitude of objects and events
around us generates a torrent of sensory information.
The pressure of this torrent puts a premium on selective
mechanisms that can emphasize for further processing
things that are task relevant and exclude or limit things
that are not. Psychophysical and physiological studies
have gone far toward characterizing the mechanisms by
which attentional selectivity impacts visual perception
(e.g., Boynton, 2009; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Liu,
Slotnick, Serences, & Yantis, 2003; Serences, Schwarzbach, Courtney, Golay, & Yantis, 2004). Attentional selectivity’s impact on memory has been studied less than
its impact on perception, but the impact on memory is
arguably no less important. In fact, failures of attentional
selectivity in memory are known to have important consequences, such as permitting task-irrelevant information to infiltrate and undermine memory (e.g., with
aging; Hasher, Stoltzfus, Zacks, & Rypma, 1991; Rowe,
Hasher, & Turcotte, 2008; Stevens, Hasher, Chiew, &
Grady, 2008).
Recently, Yotsumoto and Sekuler (2006) attempted to
probe the limits of attentional selectivity in visual shortterm memory. Their study showed that when one briefly
presented study stimulus in a sequence carried taskrelevant information and the other study stimulus carried

task-irrelevant information, subjects’ ability to exclude
the task-irrelevant information from visual recognition
memory was distinctly imperfect. They used Gabors as
stimuli; a Gabor, sometimes called a Gabor patch, is a
visual stimulus in which a sinusoidal luminance profile is
windowed by a Gaussian (see Figure 1). In Yotsumoto and
Sekuler’s study, each trial’s pair of study stimuli were Gabors, one oriented upright, the other oriented obliquely.
Each stimulus was synthesized by superimposing two
orthogonal sinusoidal components. After a stimulus pair
had been seen, a subject’s short-term memory for spatial frequency was probed with a Gabor whose orientation matched that of the task-relevant study stimulus,
but whose spatial frequency either matched or did not
match the frequency of the task-relevant study stimulus.
Yotsumoto and Sekuler’s three experiments revealed that
the irrelevant stimulus’s spatial frequency consistently
influenced subjects’ recognition judgments, although to
a lesser degree than did the spatial frequency of the relevant stimulus.
Before concluding that Yotsumoto and Sekuler’s (2006)
results demonstrated a failure of attentional selectivity’s
influence on memory per se, one must entertain the plausible alternative that their results arose from a failure of
selectivity in a precursor to memory (Vogel, Woodman,
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Figure 1. Examples of 1-D Gabor stimuli (top row and left column) and 2-D Gabor stimuli.
The 2-D Gabors comprise superimposed horizontally and vertically oriented 1-D Gabors. Across
rows, the spatial frequency of the horizontal component increases in a ratio of 1:2:3; across columns, the spatial frequency of the vertical component does the same. For illustration purposes, the
Michelson contrast of each sinusoidal component shown here is higher than the contrast used in
the experiments.

& Luck, 2005). In particular, if selective attention actually failed at an earlier, perceptual level, the resultant
perceptual binding of relevant and irrelevant information in the raw material on which memory must operate would have produced an apparent failure of attentional selectivity downstream of that failure—namely, in
memory. To assess this alternative, we drew on stimuli
adapted from those in Yotsumoto and Sekuler but began
by directly measuring attentional selectivity in the visual
processing of those stimuli. Then, in a separate experiment on selectivity in recognition memory, we adjusted
the stimuli to compensate for the measured imperfections in visual selectivity. As a result, any failure of selectivity revealed in the tests of recognition memory with
these compensated stimuli could be more confidently
attributed to an imperfection in the attentional selectivity
of memory. Finally, a model-based treatment of the recognition memory results, supplemented by an analysis
of the subjects’ reaction times (RTs), made it possible
to quantify deficiencies in selectivity of memory and
also to characterize the locus at which task-irrelevant

information entered into the computations on which recognition was based.
Experiment 1
Perception
For use in our experiments, we generated a library of
Gabor stimuli. As will be explained below, some of our
stimuli were 1-D Gabors, whose 1-D sinusoidal luminance profiles were vertical or horizontal in orientation;
other stimuli were 2-D Gabors, each comprising superimposed horizontally and vertically oriented sinusoidal luminance gratings. Our stimuli were adapted from
the ones that had been used by Yotsumoto and Sekuler
(2006), but our choice of these stimuli was motivated
also by the particular advantages that would be afforded
by the Gabors’ metric properties. First, parametric variation of the spatial frequencies associated with attended
and nonattended orientations might allow us to examine
selectivity with varying degrees of featural separation
between the two orientations. Second, stimulus metric
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properties would make it possible to separate selectivity
effects related to perception (Experiment 1) from selectivity effects associated with memory (Experiment 2).
Third, the metric properties would allow us to adjust
the stimuli to minimize individual differences in recognition performance that actually reflect differences
in visual discrimination ability (Kahana, Zhou, Geller,
& Sekuler, 2007; Zhou, Kahana, & Sekuler, 2004). Finally, the metric properties of our stimuli would make
it possible to formulate and test within a model-based
framework quantitative, theoretical accounts of interactions between task-relevant and task-irrelevant stimulus
attributes.
Experiment 1 measured spatial frequency discrimination thresholds, using an adaptive psychophysical algorithm with two-alternative forced choice judgments.
On each trial, a subject judged the relative spatial frequencies of two Gabors presented in rapid succession.
When a Gabor comprised both horizontal and vertical
sinusoidal components, only one of the orientations
was relevant to the discrimination judgment. On some
trials, the subjects were instructed to disregard the horizontal component, basing their frequency judgments
only on the vertical component; on other trials, the
subjects were instructed to disregard the vertical component, making their judgments only on the horizontal
component. When a trial’s Gabors comprised just one
oriented component, either horizontal or vertical, spatial frequency discriminations were based on that component. Since the subjects’ discrimination thresholds
for 1-D Gabors could not be influenced by the absent
orthogonal orientation, their 1-D thresholds provided
a baseline measure of perceptual discriminability. Any
systematic difference between subjects’ Weber fractions for 1-D and 2-D Gabors would be a sign of perceptual interaction between the orthogonally oriented
stimulus components.
Method
Subjects
Ten subjects, 3 of them male, whose ages ranged from 18 to
30 years, participated in both experiments. They had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision as measured with Snellen targets and normal contrast sensitivity as measured with Pelli–Robson charts (Pelli,
Robson, & Wilkins, 1988). The subjects were naive as to the purpose
of the experiments, and all were paid for their participation.

dowing the result with a Gaussian. The resulting luminance profile
Lx,y is given by
Lx,y 5 Lavg {1 1 A[cos(πfx) 1 cos(πgy)]},
where Lx,y is the mean luminance; f is the spatial frequency of the
stimulus’s vertical component, in cycles per degree; g is the spatial frequency of the stimulus’s horizontal component; and A is the
Michelson contrast (Valberg, 2005, p. 80) for each component.
A was fixed at 0.2, a value well above detection threshold. Lavg is the
stimulus’s mean luminance. The 1-D stimuli were 1-D Gabors, comprising just a vertical or just a horizontal component. Each stimulus
subtended 6.59º of visual angle at a viewing distance of 57 cm and
was windowed by a circular Gaussian function, with a space constant of 1.65º of visual angle. To keep the subjects from basing their
judgments on local, retinotopic correspondence between stimuli, the
absolute phases of each stimulus’s oriented components were shifted
by random values ranging from 0 to π/2.
When thresholds for 2-D Gabors were being measured, the subjects were instructed to attend to one orientation and make judgments
on that orientation alone. Each trial started with a fixation point presented at the display’s center for 300 msec, which was followed after
300 msec by two sequentially presented Gabors, each for 700 msec,
with a 500-msec interstimulus interval. The subjects had to identify
the grating, first or second, whose spatial frequency on the relevant
orientation was higher; the spatial frequency on the other orientation was task irrelevant. The first and second Gabors were equally
likely to have the higher relevant spatial frequency. After each trial,
a distinctive tone provided knowledge of response correctness. The
subjects’ discrimination thresholds on vertical and horizontal orientations in 2-D Gabors were measured in separate blocks of trials.
In some blocks, the subjects based their judgments on the vertical
spatial frequencies of the stimuli; in other blocks, the task-relevant
orientation was horizontal. From trial to trial, the stimulus that had
the lower spatial frequency of the two on the relevant orientation
was chosen from a uniform random distribution ranging from 0.5 to
5 cycles/deg. This distribution spanned the range of stimulus spatial
frequencies that would be used later, in Experiment 2. The difference in spatial frequency between the relevant orientation of the two
Gabors on each trial was controlled by an adaptive psychophysical
algorithm, QUEST (Watson & Pelli, 1983). The spatial frequencies
on the task-irrelevant orientation of two Gabors were always different from one another and varied randomly between 0.5 and 6 cycles/
deg. In tests with 1-D Gabors, 5 subjects’ thresholds were measured
with the vertical orientation being task relevant; for the other 5 subjects, the horizontal orientation was task relevant.

Apparatus
Gabor stimuli were generated and displayed using MATLAB 7
and extensions from the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997).
Stimuli were presented on a 17-in. LCD computer monitor with a refresh rate of 95 Hz and a screen resolution of 1,600 3 1,200 pixels.
The screen luminance was linearized by means of software adjustments, and the mean luminance was maintained at 30 cd/m2. During
testing, a subject sat with head supported by a chinrest and viewed
the computer display binocularly from a distance of 57 cm.

Procedure
Three discrimination thresholds were measured for each subject:
(1) a threshold for 1-D Gabors, (2) a threshold on the vertical orientation in 2-D Gabors, and (3) a threshold on the horizontal orientation
in 2-D Gabors. For half the subjects, their thresholds for 1-D Gabors
were measured first; for the others, their thresholds for 2-D Gabors
were measured first, during which the thresholds on vertical orientations in 2-D Gabors were measured first for half of them. Each
discrimination threshold was estimated several times, in independent
runs of the QUEST algorithm. In each run of the QUEST algorithm,
150 trials were used to estimate the difference between spatial frequencies that produced correct judgments 79% of the time. Independent QUEST runs were carried out until the thresholds from two consecutive runs differed from one another by less than 2%. The number
of runs needed to measure a single subject’s threshold for 1-D or for
2-D Gabors ranged from two to four across all 10 subjects.

Stimuli
Spatial frequency discrimination thresholds of 1-D and 2-D Gabors were measured in separate blocks of trials. The 2-D stimuli
were generated by superimposing one horizontal sinusoidal grating
and one vertical sinusoidal grating of equal contrast and then win-

Results and Discussion
Figure 2A summarizes the results of spatial frequency
discrimination with 1-D and 2-D Gabors. Because horizontal and vertical 1-D measurements were made with
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Figure 2. (A) Experiment 1: Box-and-whisker plots showing the Weber fractions
for spatial frequency achieved with 1-D Gabors and with 2-D Gabors. Results for 2-D
Gabors are separated according to whether the horizontal or the vertical orientation
was task relevant. (B) Experiment 2: Box-and-whisker plots of P(correct) recognition
for 1-D and 2-D Gabors. Note that the lower whisker of the 1-D box is difficult to see,
since its end overlaps with the lower bound of the box.

just 5 subjects each, the figure aggregates results across
those two conditions. The vertical-relevant and horizontalrelevant 2-D Weber fractions were based on 10 subjects
each, and results are shown separately for the two. Weber
fractions for 1-D Gabors ranged from 9.1% to 22.5% (M 5
14.44%, SD 5 5.25%). Weber fractions for the vertical
component of a 2-D Gabor ranged from 10.6% to 35%
(M 5 19.01%, SD 5 7.75%), and the Weber fractions for
the horizontal component of a 2-D Gabor ranged from
12.7% to 29.9% (M 5 19.32%, SD 5 5.99%). Thresholds
measured with 2-D Gabors were significantly higher than
thresholds with 1-D Gabors, despite the fact that, nominally, the 2-D measures were based on only one orientation [t(9) 5 2.308, p , .05, and t(9) 5 3.652, p , .01,
for the vertical and horizontal components, respectively].
Finally, thresholds of vertical and horizontal components
of 2-D Gabors did not differ significantly from one another [t(9) 5 20.183, p 5 .859]. The significant difference between 1-D and 2-D thresholds demonstrates that
the presence of an irrelevant orientation, despite the fact
that it was to be ignored, substantially interfered with the
visual discrimination of the relevant orientation’s spatial
frequency.
The experiment produced discrimination thresholds
taken with two different kinds of stimuli, 1-D and 2-D
Gabors. We wondered about the relationship, if any, between the two sets of measurements. In particular, would
subjects who had relatively high thresholds with one kind
of stimulus have relatively high thresholds for the other?
To determine whether the differences between 1-D and
2-D thresholds were random or reflected some stable
difference among individual subjects, we computed the
pairwise correlation between the subjects’ two sets of
threshold measurements. This correlation proved to be
highly reliable (thresholds for the horizontal component
of a 2-D Gabor and thresholds for a 1-D Gabor, r 5 .725,
p , .009; thresholds for the vertical component of a 2-D
Gabor and thresholds of a 1-D Gabor, r 5 .595, p , .035;

thresholds for the horizontal component of a 2-D Gabor
and thresholds for the vertical component of a 2-D Gabor,
r 5 .732, p , .008). These substantial correlations point
to consistent individual differences for visual discrimination and reinforce the importance of taking account of
such differences when stimuli are generated for tests of
recognition memory. As a result, the spatial frequencies
of Gabors used in Experiment 2 were tailored to each individual subject’s Weber fractions, one for 1-D stimuli and
one for each of the horizontal and vertical components of
2-D stimuli.
Experiment 2
Memory
Experiment 2 assessed short-term visual memory with
Sternberg’s (1966) recognition paradigm. On each trial,
two study Gabors were presented in rapid succession.
These were followed by a probe Gabor (p), which subjects
judged as having been among the study Gabors ( yes) or
not (no). Tests were made on both 1-D and 2-D Gabors,
in a block design. Although 2-D Gabors comprised both
horizontal and vertical sinusoidal components, for each
subject only one of the two orientations was relevant to
the yes–no judgments. All of Experiment 1’s subjects
also served here. For the 5 subjects whose 1-D horizontal thresholds were measured in Experiment 1, the horizontal component of the 2‑D stimuli was designated task
relevant in Experiment 2; for the 5 subjects whose 1-D
vertical thresholds were measured in Experiment 1, the
vertical component was task relevant for the 2-D stimuli
here.
Experiment 1 demonstrated that the presence of an
irrelevant orthogonal orientation influenced spatial frequency discrimination. In order to neutralize the irrelevant
orientation’s visual impact in Experiment 2, and to isolate
effects associated with memory, the subjects’ recognition
memory was tested with stimuli whose spatial frequen-
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cies were adjusted to compensate for the interference of
the irrelevant orientation and the individual differences in
spatial frequency discrimination that had been revealed
in Experiment 1. For each subject, the spatial frequencies on each orientation were normalized to that subject’s
discrimination threshold. Specifically, when recognition
memory was to be measured with a 1-D stimulus, the
stimuli were adjusted for each subject’s 1-D threshold
from Experiment 1; when recognition was to be measured
with a 2-D stimulus, the horizontal component’s spatial
frequency was scaled by each subject’s threshold for the
horizontal component of a 2-D stimulus in Experiment 1,
and the vertical component’s spatial frequency was scaled
by each subject’s threshold for the vertical component of
a 2-D stimulus in Experiment 1.
To explain how stimuli were scaled, consider the scaling operation for some hypothetical subject. Imagine
that in Experiment 1, this subject’s spatial frequency
discrimination had been tested with 1-D Gabors of horizontal orientation (as half the subjects were). Let x be
this subject’s Weber fraction for 1-D Gabors; let h be this
subject’s Weber fraction for 2‑D Gabors whose horizontal
component was task relevant; and let v be the subject’s
Weber fraction for 2-D Gabors whose vertical component was task relevant. When the design of Experiment 2
required a pair of 1-D stimuli separated by n just noticeable differences (JNDs) in spatial frequency, the ratio
of the higher frequency stimulus to the lower frequency
stimulus for this subject was set to (1.0 1 x)n. Similarly,
if the experimental protocol required that a pair of 2-D
stimuli be separated by n JNDs for this subject, the ratio
of higher frequency to lower frequency for the horizontal
component was set to (1.0 1 h)n, and the ratio of higher
frequency to lower frequency for the vertical component
was set to (1.0 1 v)n. Since the subjects’ 1-D Weber fractions were smaller than the subjects’ Weber fractions
for either orientation in a 2-D stimulus, these separate
adjustments equated 1-D and 2-D differences perceptually. In addition, because all the adjustments were done
on an individual-subject basis, the adjustments tended to
mitigate individual differences in visual discrimination as
possible contributors to any effects that might be seen in
the results from Experiment 2 (Kahana et al., 2007; Zhou
et al., 2004).
Furthermore, in order to examine memory selectivity with a varying featural separation between the taskrelevant and task-irrelevant attributes of study items and
probes, the spatial frequency relationships on relevant and
irrelevant orientations were varied parametrically and independently of one another. Specifically, on some trials,
frequencies on the relevant orientation were highly similar
to one another, as were frequencies on the irrelevant orientation; on other trials, frequencies on the relevant orientation were dissimilar to one another, as were frequencies
on the irrelevant orientation. On other trials still, the frequencies on one orientation were similar to one another,
but frequencies on the other orientation differed from one
another. These diverse similarity relationships allowed
us to test not only whether irrelevant orientation affected

recognition memory or not, but also how finely tuned the
irrelevant information’s effect was—for example, how
the effect might depend on p’s summed similarity to each
study item.
Method
Apparatus and Stimuli
Except as specified below, the apparatus and stimuli were the
same as those in Experiment 1. The subjects’ recognition memory
was tested with 1-D Gabors (oriented either horizontally or vertically) and 2-D Gabors (one horizontal and one vertical, superimposed). Tests with 1-D and 2-D stimuli were carried out in separate
blocks of trials.
For both kinds of stimuli, each trial began with a fixation point
presented for 300 msec at the display’s center. Then, 500 msec
later, two study Gabors, s1 and s2, were presented sequentially for
700 msec each, with a 500-msec interstimulus interval. Finally,
after an interval of 500 6 50 msec, a probe Gabor (p) followed. The
subjects judged whether p’s spatial frequency matched that of either
s1 or s2, by pressing keys on the keyboard representing yes and no.
The probe stimulus remained visible until the subjects responded
but disappeared 1,000 msec after its onset if no response had been
made by then. After this 1,000-msec period, an additional 2 sec
was allowed for a response to be made. After each trial, feedback
was provided to the subjects via brief, distinctive tones signifying
a correct response, an incorrect response, or a failure to respond
within the time allowed. Two sample trials are shown schematically
in Figure 3.
When recognition was being tested with 2-D stimuli, only one
orientation of each 2-D stimulus was relevant to the task; the subjects were instructed to attend to that relevant orientation and base
their recognition judgments on its spatial frequency alone; the
other orientation was irrelevant to the task and was to be ignored.
Throughout testing, the vertical spatial frequency was relevant for
5 subjects; for the other 5, the horizontal spatial frequency was relevant. As was mentioned above, the assignment of a task-relevant
orientation to each subject preserved the orientation assignment
with which that subject’s 1-D threshold had been measured in
Experiment 1.
In order to force the subjects to base recognition judgments
on the most recently seen stimuli, the spatial frequencies of all
stimuli—s1, s2, and p—varied from trial to trial, subject to the
design constraints described in the next two paragraphs. Furthermore, the relevant spatial frequencies of s1 and s2 differed always
by four JNDs, with s1’s frequency higher than s2’s on half the trials, and the relationship reversed on the remaining trials. Since the
subjects’ thresholds differed from one another (see Figure 2), the
spatial frequency values resulting from the JND scaling differed
accordingly. By definition, on target trials p’s relevant spatial frequency replicated the relevant frequency of either s1 or s2, with the
two alternatives being equally likely. On lure trials, p’s relevant
frequency could assume one of three values relative to s1 and s2:
It could be two JNDs below the lower frequency study item, two
JNDs above the higher frequency study item, or midway between
the study items’ frequencies in JND units. On lure trials, all three
possible values of p’s relevant spatial frequency (relative to the
study items’ frequencies) were equally likely. These constraints
were imposed so that the proportion of false recognitions could
be assessed for different metric relationships between p and study
items (Sekuler & Kahana, 2007). To prevent identical stimuli from
appearing trial after trial, the constrained selection of spatial frequencies for each trial was perturbed by a random base frequency
drawn afresh on each trial. Details of this perturbation will be
given in the next two paragraphs.
Design for testing memory with 1-D stimuli. As was mentioned above, the study items, s1 and s2, always differed by four
JNDs in spatial frequency. On half the trials, s1’s frequency was
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Figure 3. A schematic example showing stimuli on an example target trial
(upper panel) and on an example lure trial (lower panel). In both examples,
vertical orientation was relevant; that is, the subject’s judgment was to be based
on the vertical spatial frequencies. Horizontal orientation was irrelevant. In
the example target trial, p matched s1 on its relevant orientation, but not on its
irrelevant one. The durations of various events are indicated on the timeline at
the bottom of each panel.

lower than s2’s frequency; on the remaining trials, this relationship was reversed. The spatial frequency of the lower frequency
study item was set to three JNDs above a random base frequency
drawn from a continuous uniform distribution whose range was
0.6–1.0 cycles/deg. Since each stimulus comprised just a single
orientation, that orientation—horizontal for half the subjects, vertical for the others—was always relevant. When p’s spatial frequency
matched that of either s1 or s2, p qualified as a target; if it matched
neither, p qualified as a lure.
Design for testing memory with 2-D stimuli. For the 2-D recognition task, spatial frequencies on the relevant orientation were
generated as they were in the 1-D recognition task, except that, now,
each trial’s random base frequency was drawn from a continuous
uniform distribution whose range was 0.4–0.8 cycles/deg. As defined above, when p’s spatial frequency on the relevant orientation
matched that of s1 or s2, p qualified as a target; if it matched neither,
p qualified as a lure. These definitions are consistent with those
for 1-D stimuli. But, as the following explains, these two categories (target and lure) could be subdivided for purposes of analysis
into theoretically useful subcategories. These subcategories were
defined by the relationship of p’s irrelevant spatial frequency to
the irrelevant spatial frequencies of the study items. For the irrelevant orientation, s1’s spatial frequency and s2’s spatial frequency
were sampled independently and without replacement from the set
{11, 13, 15, 17, 19} JNDs, relative to that trial’s random base
frequency. As a result, s1 and s2 could differ on the irrelevant orientation by two, four, six, or eight JNDs. In order to quantify the
influence of the irrelevant orientation on recognition of the relevant
orientation, we manipulated the spatial frequencies associated with
the two orientations, which produced several different quantitative
relationships between the two. The possible relationships between
relevant and irrelevant spatial frequencies are illustrated in Figure 4,
where various subtypes of p are depicted as occupying particular
locations in a 2-D space whose horizontal axis is the relevant orientation’s spatial frequency and whose vertical axis is the irrelevant
orientation’s spatial frequency.

When p’s spatial frequency on the relevant orientation matched
that of s1 or s2, p qualified as a target; if it matched neither, p qualified as a lure. When a target p matched one study item not only on
the relevant orientation, but also on the irrelevant orientation, p qualified as a supertarget. Conditions producing such supertargets are
represented by stars in Figure 4. When a target p matched one study
item on the relevant orientation, but matched neither s1 nor s2 on
the irrelevant orientation, the p qualified as a subtarget. Subtargets
could be further divided into two subtypes: For one type of subtarget,
if p’s spatial frequency on the relevant orientation matched that of s1,
p matched s2 (the other study item) on the irrelevant orientation, and
vice versa; for another type of subtarget, p matched neither s1 nor s2
on the irrelevant orientation. Analogous constraints distinguished a
superlure p from a sublure p. Specifically, a lure p was a superlure
if its spatial frequencies on both the relevant and irrelevant orientations differed from the corresponding frequencies of both s1 and
s2. A lure p qualified as a sublure if its spatial frequency on the
irrelevant orientation matched that of s1 or s2 (but by definition,
there was no match on the relevant orientation). The introduction of
these various p subtypes made possible a fine-grained examination
of the irrelevant orientation’s effect on recognition. In particular,
we were interested in comparing the recognition performances for
the supertarget and subtarget and the false recognition rates for the
superlure and sublure.
Procedure
Each subject served in four sessions, one devoted to measurements of recognition with 1-D stimuli and three devoted to measurements with 2-D stimuli. The order of the four sessions was randomized anew for each subject. In 1-D recognition testing, a subject was
tested with a 1-D grating whose orientation corresponded to that
subject’s designated relevant orientation. For such testing, 212 trials
were run in a single session, with the first 20 trials being practice.
Each session with 2-D stimuli comprised 380 trials, the first 20 trials of each being practice. Over the three sessions with 2-D stimuli,
a subject was tested on a total of 1,080 trials. For each subject, the
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Figure 4. Diagram illustrating various subtypes of p stimulus.
The horizontal axis represents stimulus spatial frequency in just
noticeable difference (JND) units on the relevant orientation; the
vertical axis represents stimulus spatial frequency in JND units
on the irrelevant orientation. In the diagram’s example, s1’s spatial frequencies are three and seven JNDs on relevant and irrelevant orientations, respectively; s2’s spatial frequencies are seven
JNDs on the relevant orientation and one JND on the irrelevant
orientation. A supertarget p matches either s1 or s2 and does so
on both of its orientations; the locations of supertarget ps for this
example are represented by stars. A subtarget p matches either
s1 or s2 on the relevant orientation but does not match the same
study item on the irrelevant orientation; these subtarget ps are
represented in the diagram by squares. A superlure p does not
match either the relevant or the irrelevant orientation of s1 or s2;
these ps are represented by filled triangles. A sublure p matches
s1 or s2 on the irrelevant orientation, but not on the relevant one;
such ps are represented by empty triangles.

same orientation was designated as relevant throughout. As was
mentioned earlier, for each subject, this orientation—horizontal for
half the subjects and vertical for the others—was the same as the orientation with which the subject’s 1-D threshold had been measured
in Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion
Performance with 2-D stimuli was invariant over the
three sessions devoted to such stimuli [F(2,18) 5 0.027,
p 5 .973; one-way ANOVA with the factor of experimental session]. Therefore, subsequent analyses of recognition
with 2-D stimuli were based on data averaged over the
three sessions. To determine whether the irrelevant orientation affected recognition, we compared performance
with 2-D stimuli with performance with 1-D stimuli. Figure 2B shows that results differed between the two conditions: Recognition with 2-D stimuli, although nominally
based only on the relevant orientation, was poorer than
recognition with 1-D stimuli [F(1,9) 5 7.196, p , .025;
one-way ANOVA with the factor of dimension]. These results demonstrate that recognition memory for the relevant
orientation’s spatial frequency was significantly affected
by the presence of the irrelevant orientation. Note that this
difference in recognition memory manifested itself de-

spite the fact that the stimulus space used for 2-D stimuli
had been expanded, relative to that used for 1-D stimuli,
reflecting Experiment 1’s demonstrated difference in the
visual processing of 1-D and 2-D stimuli.
As a prelude to a more fine-grained analysis of how the
irrelevant orientation impacted recognition memory, we
compared performance with 1-D stimuli against performance with 2-D stimuli, doing so separately for all target
trials and for all lure trials; that is, we ignored differences
among the subtypes of each. As might be expected, these
overall comparisons produced ambiguous results. For all
target trials and for all lure trials, mean recognition performance was marginally poorer with 2-D stimuli than with
1-D stimuli, although each difference was small [t(9) 5
2.115, p , .064, and t(9) 5 1.797, p 5 .106, for target and
lure trials, respectively]. However, the existence of various subtypes of target and lure trials suggests the utility of
a more fine-grained analysis of how the irrelevant orientation influenced recognition. To understand the basis of
this analysis, recall that the relevant spatial frequency of a
nonmatching (lure) p stimulus was constrained to take particular values, relative to the study items’ spatial frequencies. The possible relevant frequencies for a nonmatching
p could be (1) two JNDs below the lower frequency study
item’s relevant frequency, (2) two JNDs above the higher
frequency study item’s relevant frequency, or (3) midway,
in JND units, between the relevant frequencies of the two
study items. This variation in p made it possible to express
Experiment 2’s results as mnemometric functions, where
P(Yes) is plotted against p’s relationship to the study items’
spatial frequencies. The theoretical value of such functions
has been discussed elsewhere (Sekuler & Kahana, 2007).
Figure 5A shows the results as mnemometric functions
in which P(Yes) is plotted against the p’s frequency on the
relevant orientation. Since the actual spatial frequencies
of the stimuli varied from trial to trial, the values shown on
the x-axis of Figure 5A correspond to those on Figure 4’s
x-axis, which are the normalized spatial frequencies in
JND units, with a value of 1.0 assigned to each trial’s
lowest possible p frequency. To simplify the graph, trials
with s1 higher and s2 higher have been averaged. Thus,
values on the x-axis correspond to the absolute difference
between s1 and s2, not their algebraic difference. Since
s1 and s2 are labeled 3 and 7 JNDs, JND values 3 and 7
on the x-axis are targets, and JND values 1, 5, and 9 are
lures. The three curves represent different relationships
between p’s frequency and study items’ frequencies on
the irrelevant orientation. More specifically, the parameter of the family of curves is the match between the irrelevant frequencies of p and a study item. At each value
on the x-axis, the differences among the curves represent
the differential influence of the irrelevant orientation. For
target probes, P(Yes) was strongly affected by the match
or nonmatch in the irrelevant orientation’s spatial frequency. As can be easily seen in Figure 5A, supertarget ps
were recognized more readily than subtargets [F(2,18) 5
16.781, p , .001, and F(2,18) 5 29.191, p , .001, for
target ps that matched s1 or s2, respectively]. However,
for lure probes, P(Yes) responses (false recognitions) did
not significantly differ for superlure and for sublure ps
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Figure 5. (A) Mnemometric functions showing proportion of yes responses as a function of the probe’s spatial frequency. (B) Mnemometric functions showing mean reaction time as a function of the probe’s spatial frequency. Results shown in both panels are averaged
across trials on which s1 had lower spatial frequency and trials on which s2 had lower spatial frequency, converged into the case in
which s1’s spatial frequency on the relevant orientation was three JNDs and that of s2 was seven JNDs, as indicated by the two gray
vertical bars. The x-axis is p’s normalized spatial frequency on relevant orientation. The three curves represent conditions in which p
matched s1, s2, or neither on the irrelevant orientation. In panels A and B, error bars represent 61 within-subjects standard errors of
the means. **Differences significant at p , .01. ***Differences significant at p , .001. (C) Predicted mnemometric functions based on
Model 3. See the text for details. Note the similarity of panels A and C.

[F(2,18) 5 2.867, p 5 .083; F(2,18) 5 2.524, p 5 .108;
and F(2,18) 5 1.704, p 5 .21, at JND values labeled 1, 5,
and 9 on the x-axis, respectively]. It appears, then, that the
irrelevant orientation affected targets but not lures. We
will return to this distinction between target and lure trials
later, when we consider this distinction in the light of our
model-based analysis.
Model-Based Analysis of
Irrelevant Information’s Effect
In order to evaluate alternative hypotheses about the
integration of relevant and irrelevant information, we examined the data through the lens of a global-matching
model of recognition memory. In particular, we fit
P(Yes) responses from Experiment 2 with several variants of the noisy exemplar model (NEMo), an exemplarbased global-matching model introduced by Kahana
and Sekuler (2002). Since our analyses up to this point
showed that only target trials were affected by the irrelevant orientation, the model-based analysis only took account of those trials.
The novelty of NEMo lies in its inclusion of η si,sj, a variable representing the similarity of si and sj , the representations of the study items. Specifically, η(si ,sj ) 5 e2τd(si,sj ),
where d is the weighted distance between the two stimulus
vectors and τ determines the exponential generalization
gradient. Given a list of study items, s1 . . . sL , and a probe
item p, NEMo will respond yes if
L

∑ α iη ( p, s i + ε i ) +
i
=1



Summed p item similarity

L −1

L

(

)

2
β ∑ ∑ η si + ε i , s j + ε j
L( L − 1) i =1 j = i +1

Meean interitem similarity

exceeds the value of the decision criterion, C. The expression’s left-hand portion represents the sum of p
study item similarities, over all study items; the expression’s right-hand portion represents the mean similarity
of one study item to another. The importance of both
forms of similarity, p item similarity and interitem similarity, in determining recognition responses has been
confirmed with sinusoidal gratings (Kahana & Sekuler,
2002; Kahana et al., 2007), chromatic patches (Nosofsky & Kantner, 2006), realistic synthetic human faces
(Yotsumoto, Kahana, Wilson, & Sekuler, 2007), and
spectro-temporally complex sounds (Visscher, Kaplan,
Kahana, & Sekuler, 2006).
When variants of NEMo were fit to the experimental
results, the relevant and irrelevant information was allowed to be integrated according to either a Euclidean
metric (Minkowski 2-norm distance) or a city block metric (Minkowski 1-norm distance). This choice of alternative metrics was guided by research that linked perceptual
integrality and perceptual separability to Euclidean and
city block metrics, respectively (Garner, 1974; Lockhead,
1966). In evaluating these metrics, we were mindful of
the fact that however separable the dimensions might be
on a perceptual level, such separability is not necessarily preserved through subsequent levels of processing
(Maddox & Ashby, 1996). Also, when fitting NEMo to
the data, we evaluated alternative hypotheses about the
route by which irrelevant information influenced recognition. Specifically, different model variants allowed the
irrelevant information to enter into the summed p study
item similarity, into interitem similarity, into both, or into
neither.
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Table 1
Key Operations That Define Alternative Models
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5
Model 6
Model 7
Euclidean
Euclidean
Euclidean
City block
City block
City block
p item similarity
*
*
*
*
*
*
Interitem similarity
*
*
*
*
Irrelevant
p item similarity
*
*
*
*
*
*
Interitem similarity
*
*
Number of free parameters
6
10
10
9
10
10
9
Note—Task-irrelevant information either was omitted from the model altogether (Model 1) or was integrated with task-relevant
information, either in a Euclidean metric (Models 2– 4) or in a city block metric (Models 5–7). “p item similarity” and “interitem
similarity” could be defined on the relevant orientation alone, or on both of the relevant and irrelevant orientations. Asterisks indicate
that the operation was included in the model. Note that the number of operations included in a model is not the same as the number
of free parameters included in that model, as is explained in the text.
Integration
Relevant

Model 1
None
*
*

Table 1 lists the operations and the number of free parameters included in each model that was evaluated. The
complete set of 10 parameters estimated, together with the
range of parameter values explored for each, is 1_R, 2_R
(s1 and s2’s noise in memory representation on relevant orientation [0,2]), 1_IR, 2_IR (s1 and s2’s noise in memory representation on irrelevant orientation [0,3]), α1 (degree of
forgetting for s1 relative to s2 [0,1]), τ (exponential gradient
for similarity function [0,3]), β (coefficient for interitem
similarity [22,2]), σ1, σ2 (weights for s1 and s2’s irrelevant
orientation [0,1]), and C (decision criterion [0,0.5]).
We can clarify the parallels between the operations represented in a model and the free parameters included in
that model by considering those parallels in the context
of Models 2, 3, and 4. When irrelevant information was
allowed to enter into a model, the four free parameters
associated with that operation (1_IR, 2_IR, σ1, and σ2) had
to be included in the model. This was true whether the irrelevant orientation contributed to summed p study item
similarity, to interitem similarity, or to both. As a result,
Models 2 and 3 each included the same number of free
parameters, despite the fact that the irrelevant information
did not contribute to interitem similarity in Model 3. Similarly, whenever interitem distance was included among a
model’s operations, whether that distance was defined on
the relevant orientation alone or on both the relevant and
irrelevant orientations, the free parameter β was included
in order to represent its contribution to the similarity
computation. As a result, because the interitem similarity
operation was omitted from Model 4, that model had 9
rather than 10 free parameters because the omission of
intersimilarity mandated the omission of the single corresponding free-parameter, β.
Recognition results from target trials were aggregated
across all subjects; then, for each trial, differences in spatial frequency (in JND units) for each pair of s1, s2, and p

on relevant and irrelevant orientations were calculated.
Trials sharing the same difference in spatial frequency
were averaged. Finally, models were fit to averaged subjects’ recognition responses, P(Yes), using a multiplerestart stochastic hillclimbing algorithm that optimized
ln(likelihood), hereafter designated LLi.
In order to characterize the success of each variant
model, observed values of P(Yes) were regressed against
the predicted values from each model variant, and r 2, the
proportion of variance accounted for by the model, was
found. The number of free parameters differed among the
model variants. As a result, r 2 values were not directly
comparable. So, for each model, we calculated the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), which takes account
of differences in the number of free parameters in various models (Schwarz, 1978). Under the assumption that
model errors are normally distributed,

( )

BIC = n ⋅ ln RSS + k ⋅ ln( n),
n
where k is the number of free parameters to be estimated,
n is the number of observations, and RSS is the residual
sum of squares from the estimated model. A better-fitting
model produces lower BIC values, which implies fewer
explanatory variables, a better fit, or both. Root mean
square deviation (RMSD) and LLi were also calculated
and were evaluated together with BIC and r 2 in an effort
to select among the models.
Table 2 presents each model’s goodness-of-fit statistics.
Of the seven models, the lowest BIC and RMSD values,
and the largest LLi and r 2 values (BIC 5 271.7, RMSD 5
.109, r 2 5 .611, LLi 5 2173.4) were produced by Model 3.
In this best-fit model, relevant and irrelevant orientations
were integrated in a Euclidean metric, with the irrelevant
orientation contributing to the value of summed p item
similarity, but not to the value of interitem similarity. In

Table 2
Goodness of Fit for Various Models Tested
Index
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5
Model 6
Model 7
LLi
2325.74
2252.91
2173.4
2292.5
2278.63
2275.21
2291.65
BIC
269.423
254.096
271.700
255.392
259.905
261.004
263.456
r2
.214
.497
.611
.559
.390
.396
.389
RMSD
.156
.155
.109
.163
.138
.135
.139
Note—Model 3 was identified by ln(likelihood) (LLi), the Bayesian information criterion (BIC),
and the root mean square deviation (RMSD) indices as the best-fit model.
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ues are random samples from a distribution, the effective
distance between stimuli will vary from trial to trial. It is
important to note that the irrelevant orientation for study
items, s1 and s2, is not represented among Model 3’s operations for interitem similarity. That is, the best-fit model
specifically excludes that operation in computing interitem
similarity. Values of σ1 and σ2 are the weights imputed to s1
and s2’s irrelevant orientation; these values are expressed as
proportions of 1.0, the value that the model assigns to each
study item’s weight on the relevant orientation. The value
of α1 represents the degree of forgetting of s1, the study
item presented first on a trial. Expressed as a fraction of
1.0, the value imputed to s2, α1 would capture any recency
effect seen in the data—that is, if accuracy of recognition
were systematically higher for s2 than for s1. Finally, β represents the contribution of interitem similarity:

1
r 2 � .6107
RMSD � .109

Observed P(Yes)

.8

.6

.4

.2

−τ d

0

.2

.4

.6

.8

1

Predicted P(Yes)
Figure 6. Linear regression of observed proportions of yes
responses on target trials against predicted proportions of yes
responses by the best-fit model. The model accounts for 61% of
the variance.

Figure 6, the observed values of P(Yes) are plotted against
the values of P(Yes) predicted by the best-fit model. In our
model selection process, we compared other models against
Model 3, focusing on the two competing models with the
highest r 2, Models 2 and 4. Note, first, that Models 2 and
3 differed in their treatment of the irrelevant orientation’s
contribution to the computation of interitem similarity.
Specifically, Model 2 excluded the irrelevant information
from interitem similarity, but Model 3 included it. Note,
however, that the two models had the same number of free
parameters (10), which allows a straight-up comparison
of goodness of fit in which Model 3 excelled. Next note
that Model 4 was nested within Model 3. We calculated
22lnλ for this pair of two models. This statistic is asymptotically distributed as χ2, with degree of freedom equal to
the difference in the models’ numbers of free parameters.
Comparing Models 3 and 4 showed that Model 3, the more
complex model, fit the data significantly better than did its
competitor ( p , .001). Note that this advantage was preserved even when the more complex model was penalized
(by BIC) for its additional free parameter.
Equation 1 summarizes the best-fit model, including the
model’s portrayal of the way that the irrelevant orientation
exerted its influence. In this equation, d1p_R , d2p_R , d12_R
are distances in spatial frequency space, expressed in JND
units, between the relevant spatial frequencies of s1 and p,
s2 and p, and s1 and s2, respectively. The corresponding distances between those same pairs’ spatial frequencies on the
irrelevant orientation are given by d1p_IR, d2p_IR, for s1 and p,
and s2 and p. Note that on any single trial, the effective
pairwise distance between two stimuli is determined not
only by the mean spatial frequency difference (in JNDs)
between the stimuli, but also by the noise associated with
each stimulus’s representation. Since each trial’s noise val-

2

+σ d

2

−τ d

2

+σ d

2

−τ d

1 p_R
1 1 p_IR
2 p_R
2 2 p_IR
α1e
+e
+ β e 12 _R . (1)


 

Sum
mmed p item similarity

Interitem
similarity

In the best-fit model, Model 3, the parameter representing retention by serial position, α1, had a value of .54
for s1, relative to the value, 1.0, that had been imputed
to s2, the study item that was more accurately recognized.
In addition, in Model 3, the weight, σ1, attributed to the
irrelevant information associated with s1, was .853, and
the corresponding weight for s2 was .938. Again, both of
these values are referenced to 1.0, the values imputed to
the relevant information for each study item.
The structure of Model 3 can explain another interesting
aspect of our results—namely, why irrelevant information
affected P(Yes) on target trials but had little or no effect
on lure trials (see Figure 5A). As Equation 1 shows, in
Model 3, irrelevant and relevant information is integrated
in Euclidean fashion and then enters into the model’s
summed-similarity term. The model endorses a p with a
yes response if the value of the expression in Equation 1 exceeds the model’s decision criterion. Consider how this scenario would apply—first, on target trials, and then, on lure
trials. By definition, on a target trial, the value of p item
similarity on the relevant orientation will tend to be high
for one of the study items, although not necessarily so high
as to exceed the criterion all on its own. Starting from that
already-high base value, the criterion could be exceeded if
there were even a relatively modest boost from the p item
similarity on the irrelevant orientation. As a result, the irrelevant orientation should have an impact on target trials.
Now consider a lure trial. By definition, on a lure trial, the
spatial frequency on p’s relevant orientation must differ
from the corresponding spatial frequency of each of the
study items. So, the value of the p item similarity on that
relevant orientation will tend to be low, which means that in
order for the decision criterion to be exceeded, the p item
similarity contributed by the irrelevant orientation would
have to compensate by being high. So when the value of p
item similarity on the relevant orientation is low, as it would
tend to be on lure trials, the accompanying similarity value
from the irrelevant orientation would have to be quite high
in order for either Euclidean sum and, ultimately, the value
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of summed similarity to exceed the criterion. As a result,
any possible contribution that irrelevant information might
make would tend to be inadequate for boosting the value of
summed similarity over the criterion. This means that the
irrelevant information would tend to be ineffectual on lure
trials. Thus, the structure of Model 3 does indeed predict an
effect much like the one we observed: The contribution, if
any, of irrelevant information would be small on lure trials,
or more precisely, smaller than it would be on target trials.
In order to illustrate quantitatively Model 3’s ability to
predict a smaller effect on lure trials than on target trials, we
ran Model 3 on all the trials on which the human subjects
had been tested. This produced a set of predicted values
for P(Yes), which are plotted as mnemometric functions
in Figure 5C. As can be easily seen, the pattern of the predicted data resembles the pattern of P(Yes) obtained from
subjects (see Figure 5A). In particular, for a target probe
(corresponding to 3 and 7 on the x-axis), when the spatial
frequencies on both orientations match those of a study
item, either s1 or s2, the predicted P(Yes) is substantially
increased. In contrast, for a lure probe (corresponding to
1, 5, and 9 on the x-axis), when the spatial frequency on
irrelevant orientation matches that of s1 or s2, the predicted
P(Yes) is only very slightly affected. So, simulations with
the model do reproduce the empirical result that the probe’s
irrelevant orientation had a considerably smaller impact on
P(Yes) on lure trials than it had on target trials.

Generally, the RT curves in Figure 5B are inverted versions of the corresponding curves in Figure 5A: Where
P(Yes) is high, mean RT is short, and vice versa. The one
obvious exception to this general rule occurs when the
p’s relevant spatial frequency lies midway between those
of s1 and s2 (this value is plotted against 5 on the x-axis).
The correspondences between the RT results and those
from P(Yes) are striking. Thus, RTs to a supertarget p
were shorter than RTs to a subtarget p [F(2,18) 5 7.091,
p , .005, and F(2,18) 5 25.324, p , .001, for ps that
matched s1 and s2, respectively]. In addition, responses to
a supertarget p that matched s2 were faster than responses
to a supertarget p that matched s1 ( p , .01). However, the
speeds of the responses to superlure and sublure ps were
not significantly different from one another [F(2,18) 5
0.093, p 5 .912; F(2,18) 5 1.823, p 5 .19; and F(2,18) 5
1.121, p 5 .348, on 1, 5, and 9 JND values on the x-axis,
respectively]. So, subtypes of targets that produced significant differences in P(Yes) produced significant differences in mean RTs, and subtypes of lures that failed to
produce differences in P(Yes) also tended to fail to produce a significant difference in mean RTs. For the sake of
completeness, note that a slightly different picture emerges
from examining RTs for correct no responses rather than
the aggregated yes responses shown in Figure 5B. For correct no responses, a superlure p tended to be rejected more
quickly than a sublure p ( p , .022).
Distributional analysis of RTs. Our second evaluaAnalyses of Reaction Times
tion of the way that the irrelevant orientation influenced
To supplement the model-based analysis of recognition recognition judgments examined the distributions of RTs
responses, we examined the speed of subjects’ judgments— associated with various subtypes of trials. As was exthat is, their RTs. Specifically, we carried out two distinct plained earlier, the mnemometric functions shown in Figanalyses of RTs. The first analysis, which worked with the ure 5B are based on the means of trimmed distributions of
trimmed-mean RTs from various conditions, was meant RTs. It is well known that the mean of any distribution is
to parallel the mnemometric analysis of recognition ac- distinctly nonrobust; that is, the mean is highly sensitive
curacy shown in Figure 5A; a companion analysis exam- to the characteristics of a distribution’s tails (e.g., Wilcox,
ined the distributional properties of the RTs, interpreting 2003). Although this lack of robustness is a challenge for
those properties within the framework provided by an ex- statistical applications, that same lack of robustness can be
Gaussian template (Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998; Rotello & exploited for theoretical advantage. Specifically, the mean
Zeng, 2008) for RT distributions. Of particular interest RT is sensitive to several distinct influences, which, in
was whether these two RT analyses would agree with the turn, may correspond to distinct psychological processes.
model-based analysis of P(Yes) as to the irrelevant infor- Thus, the means of RT distributions might differ because
mation’s effect on visual memory.
the distributions’ locations have been displaced along the
RT-based mnemometric functions. For comparabil- time axis, because the distributions’ shapes differed, or
ity with the mnemometric functions derived from values because both locations and shapes changed. Having idenof P(Yes), our first RT analysis included RTs from all tri- tified significant, systematic variation in mean RTs across
als on which subjects responded yes—that is, both hits (on conditions, we examined the RTs’ distributional propertarget trials) and false alarms (on lure trials). The combina- ties. In this analysis, we attempted to identify the source of
tion of three match possibilities on the relevant orientation any observed variation in mean RT, adjudicating between
(p matched s1, s2, or neither) and three match possibilities (1) changes in distribution location and (2) changes in dison the irrelevant orientation yields a total of nine p sub- tribution shape (Rotello & Zeng, 2008). This distinction
types. To avoid spurious effects on mean RTs that would be is important because theorists have offered different funcproduced by extremely quick or extremely slow responses, tional attributions for changes in location and shape.1
which could reflect guessing or lapses in attention, a subWe fit RT distributions from different conditions to an
ject’s RT distribution for each of the nine p subtypes was ex-Gaussian template. As has long been recognized, the extrimmed by excluding the shortest and longest 10% of the Gaussian distribution, which is the convolution of a GaussRTs. Figure 5B shows the mnemometric functions based ian with an exponential distribution, yields a good fit to
on trimmed-mean RTs. Each curve represents a different empirical RT distributions from a wide range of tasks and
p subtype. The p’s relevant frequency is expressed along conditions (Andrews & Heathcote, 2001; Spieler, Balota, &
the horizontal axis, just as it was in Figure 5A.
Faust, 2000). For such distributions, µ and σ are the mean
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and standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution, and τ
is the rate at which the exponential component declines.
Variation in the relative values of these parameters generates a family of functions that range from decidedly normal
to decidedly exponential. Most important for our purposes,
the three parameters have been linked to distinct, theoretically meaningful psychological processes that exert characteristic influences on the empirical RT distribution. Generally, the value of τ is taken to be an index of decision-related
processes, and µ is taken to reflect an early input process or
processes, such as stimulus encoding, or late output motor
response (Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998; Rotello & Zeng, 2008).
Consequently, the trio of parameter values that characterize
the ex-Gaussian distributions from different experimental
conditions makes it possible to identify cognitive processes
that differentiate those conditions. Note that under some
conditions, a clear failure of ex-Gaussian parameters to differentiate conditions can also carry important theoretical
weight (Rotello & Zeng, 2008).
The distributions needed for the ex-Gaussian analysis
comprised every RT that was associated with a yes response, including both responses on target trials and responses on lure trials. Since extreme RTs pose no obstacle
to an ex-Gaussian analysis, we fit ex-Gaussian functions to
each subject’s raw, untrimmed RT distributions. The combination of nine p subtypes and 10 subjects produced 90
RT distributions to be fit. To evaluate goodness of fit, χ2
values were computed for each distribution’s fit to an exGaussian. The mean χ2 value for all 90 fits was 9.26 (SD 5
6.61), mean p 5 .355 (SD 5 .307). This overall success in
fitting RT distributions to an ex-Gaussian template encouraged us to carry the analysis one step further, comparing
the triplets of ex-Gaussian parameter values for different p
subtypes. We especially wanted to identify any of the three
ex-Gaussian parameters that differentiated ps that were

supertargets from ps that were not; previous analyses, one
with values of P(Yes) and the other with values of trimmed
mean RTs, revealed substantial differences between these
p subtypes. In addition, we looked to condition-dependent
variation in the ex-Gaussian parameters to support or contradict another finding with the P(Yes) values—namely,
that irrelevant information seemed to have little or no effect upon P(Yes) on lure trials.
Figure 7 shows the mean ex-Gaussian parameter values from the best-fit ex-Gaussian models. Values of µ, σ,
and τ are shown in the left-hand, middle, and right-hand
panels, respectively. Within each panel, values are separated according to which study item matched the p’s
relevant orientation—s1, s2, or neither (a lure trial). We
applied a contrast vector 21, 0.5, 0.5 to compare the parameter value of supertargets against the values for both
types of subtargets. For the µ parameter, this contrast was
significant for both s1 and s2 [F(1,9) 5 9.809, p , .012,
and F(1,9) 5 135.379, p , .001, respectively]. The same
contrast was significant also for the σ parameter, but only
for s2 [F(1,9) 5 6.577, p , .03], not for s1 [F(1,9) 5 2.443,
p 5 .152]. For the τ parameter, the contrast proved to be
nonsignificant, for either s1 or s2 (both ps . .05). With RT
distributions from lure trials, none of the three parameters
distinguished among different conditions of match to the
spatial frequency on the irrelevant orientation. The absence of such effects is consistent with the lack of effect
seen earlier, with P(Yes) on various types of lure trials.
Adopting Ratcliff and Rouder’s (1998) functional interpretation of the ex-Gaussian parameters, the behavior
of the µ parameter suggests that the irrelevant orientation
exerted its primary influence early in processing or late in
outputting motor response, rather than at a late stage that
entails decision making. The lone statistically significant
result with the σ parameter confirms that the irrelevant
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Figure 7. The mean values of the ex-Gaussian parameters for the nine p types. The left panel gives values of µ, which is the mean of
the Gaussian distributional component; the middle panel gives values of σ, the standard deviation of the Gaussian component; and
the right panel gives values of τ, the gradient of the exponential component. ***Differences significant at the level of p , .001. *p , .05.
Error bars are 61 within-subjects standard errors of the means.
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orientation’s clear effect at an early stage of processing is
reinforced by some later process—for example, a process
that is related to motor output.
General Discussion
Experiment 1 showed that visual discrimination of one
Gabor’s spatial frequency is affected by the presence of a
spatially overlapping, orthogonally oriented component.
This result held despite the fact that the orthogonal Gabor
was explicitly task irrelevant, and despite the fact that the
subjects had been explicitly instructed to ignore it. This result
is generally consistent with previous research in which comparable stimuli were used in a related but somewhat different
task (Olzak & Thomas, 1991). Experiment 2 showed that
short-term recognition memory for the spatial frequencies
associated with a single orientation in two different, successively presented Gabors was also affected by the presence
of a task-irrelevant orthogonal orientation. Moreover, our
model-based analysis suggested that the task-irrelevant orientation had a potent influence on recognition. Specifically,
the model (NEMo) assigned the task-irrelevant orientation’s
contribution to memory a weight only slightly smaller than
the weight assigned to the task-relevant orientation. Also,
the influence of the task-irrelevant orientation was selective, with its largest impact coming when the probe item’s
spatial frequency of the task-relevant orientation was highly
similar to the relevant spatial frequencies of the study items.
The impact of the irrelevant orientation was selective in another sense as well: The best-fit global-matching model portrayed the irrelevant orientation as contributing to summed
similarity, but not to interitem similarity. In addition, model
variants that incorporated a Euclidean metric outperformed
those that incorporated a city block metric, suggesting that
for purposes of recognition, relevant and irrelevant orientations cannot be considered entirely separable dimensions
(Garner & Felfoldy, 1970).
The irrelevant orientation’s strong but selective effect
on recognition memory was not entirely expected. After
all, recognition memory was assessed using stimuli that
had been scaled to compensate for differences in the visual discriminability of spatial frequency with 1-D and
2-D stimuli. The scaling was intended to discount effects
that visual limitations might exert on recognition memory.
Moreover, several aspects of Experiment 2 could have
strengthened the subjects’ ability to filter out the taskirrelevant orientation. First, for each subject, the same
orientation (either horizontal or vertical) was task relevant
throughout the experiment, which might have allowed the
subjects to adopt and maintain a consistent strategy. Second, the stability of performance across all three sessions
in which memory was tested suggests that the influence of
the task-irrelevant orientation did not come from simple
lack of practice or from confusion about the task.
So, an explanation is clearly needed for the irrelevant
orientation’s selective effect on recognition memory. One
possibility is that the stimulus scaling was inadequate or
imperfect. On this hypothesis, the interference seen in Experiment 2 would reflect some residual, uncompensated
aspect of visual discrimination, rather than some process

associated with memory itself. This low-level, visionbased explanation is difficult to rule out with complete
certainty. The intended compensation for visual discrimination was based on individual subjects’ Weber fractions,
which were collected in Experiment 1. Like any psychophysical measures, those Weber fractions came from
a probabilistic process. In our case, the Weber fractions
represented the mean difference ratio between two spatial
frequencies that allowed the higher frequency stimulus to
be correctly identified 79% of the time. The Weber fraction’s probabilistic character means that, on some trials,
compensation based on a Weber fraction might be greater
than the minimum necessary but, on other trials, might
be less. Given that the Weber fraction corresponded to
the 79% point on the psychometric function, trials with a
subminimum compensation would be far fewer than trials
with a superminimum compensation. However plausible
this hypothesis might be, without supplementary assumptions, it cannot account for the frequency dependence of
the interference, nor can it account for the pattern of selectivity revealed by the model-based analysis of the results.
An alternative explanation for the task-irrelevant orientation’s impact on recognition focuses on differences between
task requirements for visual discrimination and for recognition memory. Because our recognition memory task required that two items be held in memory, the task entailed
a higher cognitive load than the subjects faced in making a
simple visual discrimination. Specifically, having to maintain two different items in memory in order to make a judgment, as was the case in Experiment 2, likely demands more
attention and effort than having to maintain just one item,
as was the case in Experiment 1. Lavie and colleagues have
shown that task demands on cognitive load modulate the
influence of irrelevant distractor stimuli on visual perception
and short-term memory (Bahrami, Carmel, Walsh, Rees, &
Lavie, 2008; Lavie, Hirst, de Fockert, & Viding, 2004). Specifically, they have demonstrated that increased cognitive
load amplifies the effect of a distractor stimulus over what it
would have otherwise. Analogous effects of cognitive load
have been observed with functional neuroimaging (de Fock
ert, Rees, Frith, & Lavie, 2001). These demonstrations of
cognitive load effects support the idea that the higher cognitive load in Experiment 2’s memory task could have reduced
the subjects’ ability to filter out task-irrelevant information
that would have been successfully rejected under the lower
cognitive load of Experiment 1’s visual discrimination task.
Note, however, that key aspects of our results defy explanation either by some load-dependent attenuation of filtering
or by incomplete compensation for stimulus discriminability. Either one of these could explain some general failure
in the intentional exclusion of the task-irrelevant orientation
from memory. However, neither of these hypotheses could
explain the selectivity of that failure. Specifically, neither
hypothesis can explain why task-irrelevant information
should affect target trials but not lure trials, a selectivity that
was seen with recognition accuracy and with RTs. As was
explained earlier in the Model-Based Analysis of Irrelevant
Information’s Effect section, this selectivity is a natural consequence of the global-matching process embodied in the
best-fit model of recognition memory.
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The analysis of mean RTs showed that in some conditions,
the spatial frequency on the task-irrelevant orientation significantly speeded recognition responses. Interestingly, this
effect paralleled the same independent variable’s effect on
P(Yes). To confirm the stage or stages of processing at which
irrelevant information exerted its effect, we fit empirical response latencies to an ex-Gaussian template. By identifying
the distributional parameters that distinguished conditions
in which irrelevant information was or was not effective,
we sought to distinguish among effects operating at different stages of processing. As was explained earlier, among
the three parameters that define an ex-Gaussian distribution, µ reflects mean latency, σ reflects variability in latency,
and τ reflects latency extremes. A number of researchers
have claimed that an ex-Gaussian dissection captures taskdependent changes in the distinct functional determinants
of RT (e.g., Andrews & Heathcote, 2001; Hockley, 1984;
Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998; Spieler et al., 2000). Hohle (1965)
proposed that the three ex-Gaussian parameters correspond
to processes associated with distinct stages of the overall recognition process. In particular, it has been claimed that processing at the input end (stimulus encoding) and output end
(motor response) are reflected in the Gaussian parameters
(µ and σ), whereas central, decision-related processes are
captured by the exponential parameter (τ). In our study, the
speedup of recognition judgments when both relevant and
irrelevant orientations of the probe matched one study item
is associated with a significant decrease in the value of the
Gaussian variable µ for both s1 and s2 and in the value of σ,
but only for s2. Thus, our working hypothesis is that the irrelevant orientation affects processing’s early stages, and perhaps motor output as well. Furthermore, the absence of the
irrelevant orientation’s influence on the τ parameter suggests
that decision processes may not be significantly affected by
the stimulus’s irrelevant information. This finding comports
with the structure of the model that provided the best fit to
the results based on P(Yes). In that model also, the irrelevant
orientation was not allowed to affect the decision process,
which, in that model, is represented by the interitem similarity operation. Before making firm conclusions on the basis of
the ex-Gaussian template, we must acknowledge that some
have raised serious questions about the validity of attempting
to link particular ex-Gaussian parameters to distinct psychological processes (Matzke & Wagenmakers, 2009).
We can refine the identification of the stage at which
task-irrelevant information influences subjects’ responses by
adopting the perspective of a global-matching model for recognition memory. Some global-matching models for recognition memory postulate that judgments that the probe is old
or new are based on p’s summed similarity to all study items.
When the value of summed similarity exceeds some criterion value, the probe is judged old (e.g., Kahana & Sekuler,
2002; Nosofsky, 1991; Yotsumoto et al., 2007). Kahana and
Sekuler’s NEMo introduced a novel extension of this basic
framework. In NEMo, the value of summed probe–study
item similarity on any trial is supplemented by another variable, the value of similarity among the study items. Generally, this variable reduces P(Yes) when study item sets are homogeneous (Kahana & Sekuler, 2002; Kahana et al., 2007).
Nosofsky and Kantner (2006) suggested that homogeneity,

as depicted by the interitem similarity, affects the criterion
that subjects employ in deciding whether a familiarity signal
is sufficiently strong to justify a yes response. It is important
to recognize that the distinction between the two categories
of similarity signals embodied in NEMo is more than a mere
formalism embodied in an equation for a model. In fact, recent research confirms the functional distinction between
(1) the similarity of the probe and study items and (2) the
similarity of study items to one another. Thus, Visscher, Kahana, and Sekuler (2009) demonstrated a clear functional
separation in the trial-to-trial carryover of the two putative
similarity signals: Probe item similarity on one trial affected
P(Yes) on the subsequent trial, but interitem similarity’s effect was confined to just the single trial on which the signal
was generated. Moreover, using intracranial measurements
of brain oscillations captured during performance of a recognition task, van Vugt et al. (2009) demonstrated distinct
correlates of these two kinds of similarity signals.
Because each of the two categories of similarity signals—
summed probe item similarity and interitem similarity—
affects recognition, the observed effect of the irrelevant
orientation in Experiment 2 could have arisen from any of
several different sources. To select among them, we generated several alternative forms of NEMo and evaluated each
one’s ability to account for the results of Experiment 2. We
wanted to know (1) whether the irrelevant orientation contributed to the computation of summed similarity, inter
item similarity, neither, or both, and (2) in what way the
two orientations were integrated, in a Euclidean or in a
city block metric. Our model selection process identified
the preferred model as one in which the irrelevant orientation contributed only to the value of summed similarity
and in which the relevant and irrelevant information was
integrated in Euclidean fashion (see Equation 1). It seems,
then, that the irrelevant orientation’s spatial frequency contributes to the value of summed similarity, which reflects
the study items’ representations in memory. On a target
trial, by definition, the spatial frequency of the probe’s relevant orientation must replicate that of one of the study
items; if the spatial frequency of the probe’s irrelevant orientation also replicates that of the same study item, the
resulting summed similarity is increased, thereby increasing the likelihood that the probe will be recognized as old.
However, the spatial frequency on the irrelevant orientation
seems to make no contribution to the value of interitem
similarity. This result suggests that attentional filtering selectively excludes irrelevant information, but only from
participating in the computation of interitem similarity.
The dissociation of task-irrelevant information’s effect on
the two signals that contribute to visual short-term recognition reveals both the deficiency and the effectiveness of
attentional filtering. This irrelevant information’s selective
effect is consistent with the view that interitem similarity does not contribute to summed similarity but, rather, is
linked to some central decision process, such as the setting
of a decision criterion (Nosofsky & Kantner, 2006).
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note
1. A half century ago, researchers noted that many choice tasks generated RT distributions that could be described as a convolution of an
exponential and a Gaussian (Christie & Luce, 1956; McGill, 1963).
For these exponential and Gaussian components of RTs, researchers
proposed functional interpretations, although their proposals did not
always agree with one another. Generally, changes in the location of
an RT distribution have been attributed to differences in some early,
perhaps automatic process associated with stimulus encoding or to late
motor response. If the contribution of this process differed between
conditions, so too would the location of the resulting RT distributions.
In contrast, changes in the RT distribution’s shape have generally been
attributed to differences in later strategic or decision processes. We
must caution, however, that recently, some have questioned the legitimacy of aligning distinct psychological processes with values of
parameters from the ex-Gaussian template (Matzke & Wagenmakers,
2009).
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